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                                                   SUBMISSIONS - Bengivenni 

              1        have anything more verbal? 

              2                          MS BENGIVENNI:  No, I don't have 

              3        anything to say unless someone has questions. 

              4                          THE CHAIRPERSON:  Let's just see 

              5        if we have any questions further. 

              6                          DR. GRANT:  Just a bit of a 

              7        clarification about the temporal and spatial 

              8        boundaries. 

              9                          Are you suggesting anything 

             10        specific about how those should be extended? 

             11                          MS BENGIVENNI:  Well, I think when 

             12        I send my final documentation I see where I need to 

             13        clarify more. 

             14                          My concern -- I guess that would 

             15        fall into the concern about NAFTA because the 

             16        current project would, of course, not indicate that 

             17        there's any risk to the ancestral lands of the 

             18        Acadians or the Mi'kmaq Métis people, but further 

             19        encroachment -- we cannot prevent further 

             20        encroachment once the company is permitted to do 

             21        this, so it goes beyond -- this is the future scope 

             22        of potential further development which we would not 

             23        have any control over once NAFTA regulations are 

             24        imposed. 
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                                                   SUBMISSIONS - Bengivenni 

              1        at the World Court or even through the Supreme 

              2        Court of Canada that would prevent even regulatory 

              3        issues being enforced. 

              4                          So my concern is that the land be 

              5        valued because I don't think it's generally known 

              6        to people beyond the boundaries, perhaps, of Nova 

              7        Scotia because I'm really concerned as to why a 

              8        federally produced document didn't include the 

              9        Acadians. 

             10                          And I'm -- I will not address that 

             11        at this time. 

             12                          DR. GRANT:  It just -- a 

             13        clarification in terms of the information that the 

             14        professor from --- 

             15                          MS BENGIVENNI:  Professor Lavois 

             16        from University Ste-Anne? 

             17                          DR. GRANT:  Yes.  Certainly you 

             18        might encourage that material to be submitted to 

             19        the public registry. 

             20                          We don't really have a mandate to 

             21        go out looking for information. 

             22                          MS BENGIVENNI:  Well, this was to 

             23        be directed to the proponent, then, I guess, 

             24        whoever would be responsible to pursue the 




